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Да

Меня зовут Лия. Я гражданка Японии. Имею высшее

экономическое и медицинское образования.

Предлагаю отдых в Японии от эконом до VIP туристов.

Составление экскурсий от индивидуальных до групповых,

что позволит от путешествия получить максимум

удовольствия.

Если с вами дети, не определились с гостиницей и

перелётом, не беда!.. Положитесь в надёжные руки и все

проблемы по организации вашего путешествия будут

решены. А Вы сэкономите время, средства и получите

максимум положительных эмоций!

Я и моя группа Japan Universe AISO Travel Group

ежемесячно обновляем маршруты и растём географически

по всем регионам и островам Японии. Во всех портовых

городах в том числе, проводим экскурсии. А также

принимаем туристов с экскурсионным маршрутом до двух

недель с переездами по всем городам. Все туры авторские с

учётом пола, возраста, интересов, бюджета и тд.

+81 (805) 025-9205

+81 (805) 025-9205

+81 (805) 025-9205

Liy@MUR

http://nipponvisit.blogspot.com/

Japan

Tokyo
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Tokyo

Tokyo

nipponvisit@planetmail.com

192-0913

 ZELLE

Детали объявления

Общее

ОПИСАНИЕ: Celebrate beautiful springtime with a sakura tour that will take you to the best

places to see cherry blossoms in Tokyo.

Begin your day tour avisit to Sensoji Temple in Asakusa. Take a peek and see

what you discover in the Nakamise shopping street! After lunch cruise around

Tokyo Bay on the elegant riverboat before heading to Odaiba, an artificial

island off the coast of Tokyo. On the way back into the city you will drive over

the spectacular Rainbow Bridge, lit up with colorful lights, giving you one

more magical glimpse of Tokyo after dark!

1st Day

Sumida Park - Discover over 700 cherry blossom trees along the banks of

Sumida River. These trees where said to have been planted by shōgun

Tokugawa Yoshimune himself. Then, snap an iconic picture of the city during

the spring season with the Tokyo Skytree, the tallest tower in the world, in the

background!

Senso-ji Temple in Asakusa and Nakamise Shopping Street Senso-ji is not only

a significant temple with centuries-old history but also a landmark that boasts

scenic views, especially during spring when the cherry blossoms are in full

bloom. Walk through Nakamise street and see for yourself why this spot

became one of the best places to see lovely sakura.

Walk down Nakamise, a charming shopping district selling local treats and
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souvenirs, before reaching the most famous cultural landmark in Tokyo. Make

sure to check out the Kaminarimon Gate and the golden Kannon statue inside

the temple.

Sumida River Cruise (50 min.) Cruise along the Sumida River and enjoy catch

amazing views of the cherry blossoms spread along the riverbank. Take a

relaxing cruise down the Sumida River as you admire the wonderful views of

the retro-modern city. Inboard announcements will be available to let

passengers know the names of bridges and iconic structures.

Pictures taken in front of iconic spots of Tokyo.                       

Odaiba Seaside Park. Odaiba Beach A district of Tokyo known for its modern

and futuristic architecture, check out the main shopping areas of the Tokyo

Waterfront City. Beautiful shots around the beach.

Gundam Robot Standing high on the grounds of Odaiba, capture an awesome

shot of the futuristic Gundam robot. Strike a pose in front of the Gundam and

live your anime dream!

Toyota History Garage Exhibiting a wide range of cars, Toyota History Garage

museum serves as a haven for car enthusiasts. Test your photography skills by

finding the right angle for a perfect shot.     Venus Fort Begin your tour at the

Venetian-style outlet mall at Venus Fort. Explore the fancy boutiques as you

take photos like a Roman Holiday around the beautiful fountain and main

chapel.                                    

Megaweb Toyota City Showcase, TeamLab Borderless (90 min.) Step into the

magical wonderland of lights and color as you take your time to explore the

stunning interactive digital art exhibit.

Please note that when teamLab Borderless is closed, the tour will visit another

museum instead.

Yurikamome is a driverless, automated transit service linking, via the

entertainment and shopping district of Odaiba across the Rainbow Bridge in

Tokyo. The name Yurikamome comes from the black-headed seagull found in

Tokyo Bay, which is the official prefectural bird. Aomi - is close to Palette

Town mall which includes the TeamLab Borderless Odaiba interactive digital

art museum, Venus Fort and Megaweb - the Palette Town Big Ferris Wheel -

plus Zepp Tokyo.

 

2nd Day
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See the majestic Mt. Fuji from different viewpoints in Hakone including Lake

Ashi, Owakudani and the Komagatake Ropeway. Make your way up the

mountain by bus and climb as high as the 5th station.

Escape the hustle and bustle of Tokyo and visit Japan’s most iconic natural

landmark, Mount Fuji! Stop at Mount Fuji 5th Station to enjoy sweeping

panoramas from 2,300 meters above sea level. After a refreshing lunch, visitors

will be taken on the Hakone Ropeway, for 360-degree views of Owakudani, a

volcanic area with active sulfur vents. While in Owakudani sample a local

treat, black shelled eggs boiled in the sulfurous spring water, which are said to

prolong your life by 7 years!

One-Day Mt Fuji & Hakone Area Pass from Tokyo with car uses personal

transportation. 

Mount Fuji 5th Station

Mt fuji tour Enjoy the view from the bus window as the capital dissolves into

idyllic rural beauty. The bus will take you to Mt. Fuji's 5th Station, the highest

point a vehicle can get to. At 2,300 meters above sea level.

Hakone Ropeway Enjoy a relaxing gondola ride with a 360-degree panoramic

view of Mt. Hakone.

Lake Ashi Cruise Board a whimsical pirate ship and go on a relaxing cruise.

Take in the view of Mt. Fuji from the ship. You can easily spot the handsome

red torii gate of Hakone Shrine, too.

Alternate Itinerary

On days where the Hakone Ropeway and/or the Lake Ashi cruise are

unavailable, guests will be taken to Odawara Castle instead. Should the
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itinerary change due to weather or other unforeseen circumstances, the tour

will not be canceled or refunded.

 

3rd Day

 

Depart with a guide in the subway. This tour uses public transportation.

See Shinjuku From Above. Because you can’t visit Tokyo without seeing this

incredible city from above. Tokyo stretches for so many miles, that you can’t

actually see its borderlines from any observatory tower. Tokyo is not a

concrete jungle, but an urban landscape. It’s really spectacular and beautiful.

you might as well go to the Tokyo Metropolitan Building which has entry

observational deck. climb at the top and admire the city in all its splendor!

Photo Stop the Samurai Museum is located, with exhibits featuring swords &

armor, and a sword battle experience. Its location near the awesome Robot

Restaurant (something we recommend to everyone visiting Japan) makes the

Shinjuku Samurai Museum convenient for a pre-show

option.                                                  

Photo Stop near the restaurant Robot Show. This high energy show filled with

catchy beats, powerful dancers and futuristic robots. From huge robot ladies to

unusual animatronic animals.

From Donqui, walk through the intersection to Toho Cinema. We go to visit

the metropolitan of Godzilla. The towering head of the 52-meter Godzilla

above the Toho Cinema, which every hour with steam pleases tourists and

locals surrounded by advertising.                                                  Lunch (buffet)

in the Japanese restaurant Kushiya Monogatari, where you will have the

opportunity to cook your favorite dish on your own. A wide selection of

seafood and poultry, buckwheat noodles, as well as salads, fruits and

dessert.                                                                                 
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Shinjuku-Golden-Gai (a local flavor city) was founded in the post-war era on a

patch of 100 square meters, where several hundred bars are crowded, many of

which can accommodate only 2-8 visitors. This is an unusual entertainment

quarter with narrow streets where a motorbike rides at best. The area also has a

1950s feel but boasts a more expensive range of drinks and food belying its

grungy façade.                                                  

Hanazono-jinja Temple and Torii Gate 1603, one of the most historical shrines

in Japan. Hanazon Chapel was founded in the middle of the XVII century and

is still functioning. Serious upheavals for the temple and its ministers fell

during the Second World War, but after that the services continued in it. It is

especially popular with traders and businessmen who come here to pray for the

success of their enterprise.        

Meiji Shrine is a shrine dedicated to the deified spirits of Emperor Meiji and

his consort, Empress Shoken. Entry into the shrine grounds is marked by a

massive torii gate.

In any season, traditional Shinto weddings can often be seen taking place there.

Takeshita Street Check out the famed Takeshita Street, where the vibrant youth

culture of Harajuku thrives. Lined with shops bursting with colors and

frequented by customers, photo opportunities await in every

corner.                                                                                                                   

   

Alleys of Harajuku, Omotesando Explore the back alleys of Harajuku and find

more photo opportunities while probing lesser-known

areas.                                                                                   

Whereas Harajuku is swimming in loud colors and striking images,

Omotesando has a more luxurious and refined image. Snap away and enjoy

exploring.

Shibuya Crossing Shibuya Pedestrian Scramble is the star also in the whole of

Tokyo.

You really enjoy the huge space between the buildings and capture some

unique pictures which would be otherwise impossible with the crowds around

you.

Shibuya Crossing is a popular meeting point, expect to see an incredible

amount of people.

2500 people are crossing every time the lights turn green. That's about a tree

million people every day.
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4th Day Kanto Tokyo → Nikko National Tour                                                    

                     

One-Day Nikko World Heritage Area Pass from Tokyo with uses personal

transportation.

Nikko and Kegon Falls World Heritage Day Tour from Tokyo

Set out to the charming mountain town of Nikko and discover some of its most

amazing sites, like the historic Toshogu Shrine and beautiful Kegon

Falls.                                                              

A small town with a deep cultural and religious history, Nikko is a perfect day

trip from Tokyo. Start your day with a relaxing drive to this mountain town,

passing through Japan’s scenic countryside. Guests will visit the Toshogu

Shrine, the temple and mausoleum of Tokugawa Ieyasu, the founder of the

mighty Tokugawa Shogunate. Gaze over the beautiful Chuzenji Lake and

finish with a visit to Kegon Falls, one of Nikko's most impressive waterfalls.

Shinkyo Bridge Considered as one of Japan's finest bridges alongside

Iwakuni's Kintaikyo Bridge, this vibrant crimson bridge is known by locals as

the sacred entrance to the shrines and temples within Nikko.

Shrines and Temples of Nikko (Toshogu Shrine, Rinnoji Temple, Futurasan

Shrine)

Built and dedicated to the founder of the Tokugawa clan, Nikko Toshogun

Shrine has been registered as a World Heritage Site since 1999. Many tourists
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pay their visit to this sacred shrine which is mainly known for its elegant colors

and intricate carvings.                                                                       

The tour will walk up and down steps and hilly paths at Nikko Toshogu Shrine

and Kegon Falls. Be sure to wear shoes and clothing which are comfortable to

walk in.

Nikko Futarasan Shrine Chugushi (as an alternative)

Dedicated to the deities of Nikko's 3 sacred mountains (Mount Nantai, Mount

Nyoho, Mount Taro), the Futarasan Shrine was founded in 782 by Shodo

Shonin, a Buddhist monk who brought Buddhism to Nikko.

Lunch 

Lake Chuzenji is Japan’s highest natural lake, located and is part of the Nikko

National Park. It formed about 20,000 years ago when neighboring Mt. Nantai

erupted and its lava flow dammed the Daiyo River. The lake tips the altitude

scales at 1,269 meters.

Hiking trails run around the entire 25-kilometer circumference of Lake

Chuzenji. Even a small portion of this will give you an amazing view of the

lake and the sacred Mt. Nantai.

Kengon Waterfalls. Raging waters and impressive seasonal views, this is what

will greet you at Kengo Waterfalls. Head to the observation deck where you

can see a panoramic view of the majestic waterfalls while listening to the

powerful sounds of the flowing waters.

5th Day Kanto Tokyo → Airport Nàrita uses personal transportation.

 

The square in front of the Imperial Palace and East Garden and Ote-mon Gate.

Stroll through the tranquil Japanese garden where the traditional palace quietly

stands. Enjoy the seasonal scenery, such as the cherry blossoms in spring and

colorful foliage in autumn.
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On days the garden is closed, you will visit the Outer Garden and Nijubashi

Bridge.

Yanaka Ginza You will be able to find some tasty delicacies in this traditional

shopping street, which has over 70 shops and restaurants with tempting treats.

You can order a print here, both with the name and surname, and your

company (Japanese design).

Ueno Park is home to more than 1,000 cherry trees, making it a top destination

to see beautiful sakura during spring. Try a tasty sakura mochi, a delicious

Japanese sweet made of pink-hued rice cake with a red bean paste filling and

wrapped in a pickled cherry blossom leaf.

Transfer from Tokyo to Airport Narita. Drop at airport. 

Your wishes are taken into account in places of sightseeing, transport, number

of days, tourists, baggage. Costing in each case is re-calculated. Feel free to

ask.

 

Город отправления: Токио

Размещено: 11.02.2020

Календарь

ДАТА СОБЫТИЯ: от 30.11.1999 до 30.11.1999

СТОИМОСТЬ ТУРА

ГЕОГРАФИЯ УСЛУГИ

Маршрут: Tokyo, Fuji Hakone, Nikko, Tokyo

Страна: Japan

Регион: Tokyo

ГОРОД: Tokyo

Важно

ЧТО ВКЛЮЧЕНО:: Экскурсовод до места встречи и обратно;
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Проезд в общественном транспорте;

2 круиза, музей цифрового искусства с компьютерным управлением

дорожной линии.

Личный транспорт, шоссе, бензин, парковка, канатная дорога;

Проезд в общественном транспорте;

Башня обсерватории;

Храмы.

НЕ ВКЛЮЧЕНО:: Meals, personal expenses.
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